
Find out more

Ensure sustainable power for your data center with
our focus on innovative renewable energy solutions
and strategic power banking.  

2.  Power Procurement

Navigate complex regulatory environments
seamlessly with our team’s extensive experience and
valuable local relationships. 

3. Regulatory Approvals

Minimize latency and elevate data transfer
performance with over 150 connectivity options. 

4. Unparalleled Connectivity

Prioritize sustainability goals—EdgeConneX delivers
cleaner energy solutions through AI-enabled
renewable sources and efficient designs. 

5. Commitment to Sustainability

Trust EdgeConneX for precise and timely
construction of customized data centers, meeting
your specifications, timelines, and budget.

6. Design Construction Management

Optimize data center performance for AI and High-
Performance Computing with liquid and air-cooling
technologies. 

7. Engineering & Design Excellence

Ensure successful outcomes globally leveraging our
well-established global relationships for building
data centers in challenging regions. 

8. Experienced Global Relationships

Streamline project progress with EdgeConneX
trusted supply chain, eliminate logistical
challenges, and enable rapid global sourcing. 

9. Trusted Supply Chain

Experience exceptional results with our team’s 10+
year proven track record with tailored data center
solutions that meet and exceed client needs. 

10. Proven Track Record

Secure highly reliable data center infrastructure for
federal and government builds with our deep
understanding of regulatory compliance. 

11. Federal & Government

Unlock the transformative potential of AI in data
centers with EdgeConneX, your partner for Build-to-
Density solutions reshaping the industry's future.

1. AI-Powered Transformation

12 Reasons Why the
World’s Largest Clouds  

Choose EdgeConneX
for Customized Data

Centers

In today's digital age, cloud and content providers are
constantly expanding their operations and seeking new

locations to establish data centers. However, venturing into
hard-to-reach regions presents unique challenges that require

expert solutions. This is where EdgeConneX steps in as an
unrivaled partner, offering a range of benefits that make it the

ideal choice for building customized data centers in these
challenging environments. 

Unlock the potential to
confidently expand your

operations on a global level

edgeconnex.com

Discover optimal data center locations with
EdgeConneX real estate expertise—effortlessly
streamline permitting and save valuable time. 

12. Real Estate Expertise

mailto:info@edgeconnex.com

